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Abstract
The penetration of technology & media advances into football 
has improved referees’ choices on contestable objectives. This 
paper analyzes the reception of Video Assistant Referees (VAR) 
and Goal Line Technology (GLT), and how the understanding 
of the correspondence between arbitrators influences the re-
sult of the games. In this study, we take a few examples of use 
cases where VAR has given major yet confusing decisions that 
drastically affected the match’s outcome. This investigation is 
planned for investigating the informative frame of reference 
for off-field and on-field referees. Decision-making is a critical 
aspect of soccer. As small as a third division match to as big 
as a world cup final, one wrong decision on the part of the 
on-field referee can change the match’s outcome. Therefore, 
this exploration attempts to build up whether the dissemina-
tion of computerized media innovation into football admin-
istering has to ban human mistakes and goofs imagined in 
simple pitch and officials, subsequently setting the glue for 
negligible blunders in the present-day period advanced and 
digital officiating.
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1 Introduction
Football has seen many difficulties in the recent 

past with decision-making by the on-field referee. The 

goals, the celebrations, the yellow and red cards, the 
offsides, and many more are part of the game since its 
inception [1]. 

Envision a situation of 50,000 supporters viewing 
a soccer match; the center-back of the home team 
jumps into the way of the away center-forward; the 
forward tumbles down, the ball rolls away, and the 
home supporters scream ‘dive.’ Does the official blow 
the whistle and give a punishment, or does he defer 
play on thus abstain from giving a hostile choice, or 
does he punish the forward for re-enactment? Would 
the ref give a similar choice if the home team strik-
er fell and the home supporters scream for a penalty? 
An abundance of narrative proof recommends match 
officials give rulings for the home team; however, to 
overcome these hardships, technology came to the 
rescue, and the concept of Video Assistant Referee 
was implemented. However, the decision-making has 
been found confusing ever since by critics and pundits 
with all due respect to the norms set by the governing 
body [2]. 

1.1 An overview of video assistant referee
Video Assistant Referee is an assistant referee who 

sits off the pitch and aids the on-field referee to make 
better judgments and decisions with the help of Vid-
eo footage from different camera angles. According 
to the norms set, four categories have been defined, 
where review through VAR can be used:

Goal/No Goal: Under this condition, the pitch-
based official’s interpretation will be guided by the ac-
companying contemplations: 
• An offense by scoring team in the build-up to a 

goal (handball, foul, etc.), 
• offside: position and offense 
• ball out of play before the goal 
• goal/no goal decisions

Penalty/No Penalty: Here, four significant choices 
decide the activity of the referee, which include: 
1. Penalty inaccurately granted/penalty offense not 

punished area of offense (inside or outside the Pen-
alty box) offense by the attacking team in the build-
up to the ball out of play preceding the punishment 
episode. 

2. Offense by the goalkeeper and additionally in-
fringement by an aggressor or kicker at the taking 
of a penalty.
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1.2 Straight red card

1.2.1 Mistaken identity while awarding a red/
yellow card

If the arbitrator punishes an offense and, at that 
point gives an inappropriate player from the offending 
team a yellow or red card, the identity of the wrongdo-
er can be surveyed; the genuine offense itself cannot 
be audited except if it is associated with a goal, penalty 
situation or a direct red card [3]. 

The VAR team checks every on-field decision 
by the referee on the pitch, which falls under these 
above-mentioned four categories. If no mistakes are 
identified during the check by the VAR team, it com-
munes to the referee, which in footballing terms is 
known as a Silent Check. The restart of the play may 
be delayed by the on-field referee for this to happen 
and indicates a potential check by VAR by pointing to 
their ears. If VAR finds an error, there can be three 
possible cases:
• The decision overturned on the advice of VAR
• On-field review (OFR) recommended
• The referee chooses to ignore VAR advice

An OFR as recommended by the VAR when there 
is a close call, for example, if a foul happens just on 
the penalty box line and the referee needs to clarify 
whether the incident has occurred inside or outside 
the penalty box. The final decision in any scenario is 
the on-field referee’s call [5]. 

1.3 Rationale
FIFA deemed VAR a triumph after its introduction 

in the 2018 World Cup [4]. By and by, the utilization 
(or absence of utilization) of VAR has been scruti-
nized. Many reports convey that while most choices 
were made effectively because of VAR, some were 
not right despite VAR review. A few choices, which 
were called erroneously, were not even reviewed. The 
Guardian infers that VAR has been best for real choic-
es. In contrast, abstract choices, such as penalties or 
the red/yellow card decisions for players, have fared 
a lot more regrettable. The absence of clearness and 
consistency are the two fundamental territories of 
shortcoming in VAR.

1.4 Objectives
This paper aims to map down an overview of func-

tionalities & capabilities for the credibility of the Video 
Assistant Referee. The analysis for the impact, capabil-

ities, and credibility of Video Assistant referees in foot-
ball/soccer is done with the following objectives [6]. 
• Using the study of Cases in VAR technology usage 

for analysis of problems and risks.
• A study of in-depth analysis of problems in the ex-

periments of VAR technology.
• In addition, a study of upcoming advancements 

and technologies with the potential to boost VAR 
to reach its pinnacle.

2 Methodologies
Decision-making is a critical aspect of soccer. As 

small as a third division match to as big as a world cup 
final, one wrong decision on the part of the on-field ref-
eree can change the match’s outcome. The 2018 FIFA 
World Cup meant a progressive change in soccer (asso-
ciation football) refereeing, considering the video assis-
tant referee. The innovation has gone under expanded 
investigation since being presented in the English top-
flight this season, with numerous calls to be inspected 
or even rejected altogether. Premier League referees’ 
Chief Mike Riley was recorded in an interview quot-
ing, the worst outcome is where the refereeing team on 
the field of play makes the right decision, and VAR in-
tervenes to make the wrong decision.’ However, it will 
happen because it happens everywhere [7]. 

It about gives off an impression of being unavoid-
able that with each new game week of Premier League 
football, there are issues, novel dispute, and a conver-
sation around VAR that, while having new causes, will 
go over and over on that specific, repetitive request – 
what requirements to change? In this paper, we venture 
through the pros & cons of VAR with a no. of cases, an-
alyze various upcoming techs that could be handy [8]. 

2.1 About soccer
Football/soccer is one of the oldest and most popu-

lar sports in the world over two centuries! In England 
and subsequently in other countries, the Football 
League to the establishment of Federation Interna-
tional de Football Association (FIFA), to World Cups 
and Champions League, has come a long way. Tech-
nology has started playing its fair share in the game. 
For example, Goal-line technology, Video Assistant 
referees, and similar [9] 

2.2 Technologies used for VAR
VAR works because all cameras from an arena - as 

a rule somewhere in the range of 12 and 15 - will send 
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an input to the Video Operations Room. The VAR 
cannot settle on choices during a game; it underpins 
the referee in the arena by giving them constant video 
investigation utilizing cameras, including some truly 
propelled 3D displaying programming that can explic-
itly check if a player is offside or not.

Like in Cricket’s Hawk-eye, the technology chal-
lenge is not much in VAR. Regardless of where a Pre-
mier League game is being played, VAR is constantly 
situated in the Video Operations Room in Stockley 
Park, Uxbridge, on the periphery of London. They 
have access to every camera broadcasting the match. 
The VOR is like a server room/ control center for 
VAR. The communication between the VAR studio 
and the on-field referee has been smooth to date. Re-
al-time video footage and picture frames are readily 
available to the VAR team [10]. 

2.3 The study of Cases in VAR technology 
usage for analysis of problems and risks

Use Case 1: Arsenal vs. Crystal Palace, Oct 
28, 2019

The Premier League standoff between the two clubs 
was at a crunching 2-2 stage when Greek center back 
Sokratis Papastathopoulos netted a last-minute goal 
[11]. The goal was given, and the players celebrated the 
3 points when VAR decided to check for a foul by Calum 
Chambers (an Arsenal player) involved in the build-up 
to the goal. After a long VAR delay, the goal was decided 
to be disallowed, ripping Arsenal of three vital points. 
Many journalists and football commentators were criti-
cal about the incident as the common opinion amongst 
most of them was that the foul never stood.

Use Case 2: Brighton & Hove Albion vs. 
Everton, October 2019

Brighton & Hove Albion hosted Everton on their 
turf at American Express Community Stadium in the 
Premier League. The two teams were placed 15th & 
16th respectively on the table with just a point differ-
ence. Brighton took the lead inside 15 minutes because 
of a great Pascal Gross free-kick before the home side’s 
Adam Webster netted an own goal leveling thing up 
for Everton. Dominic Calvert-Lewin of Everton came 
on as a substitute for Everton and gave the visitors a 
2-1 lead in the 74th minute of the match. 

Soon after, in the 79th minute of the match, Brigh-
ton forward Aaron Connolly was about to receive an 

aerial ball in the opposition penalty box when Everton 
defender Michael Keane challenged the forward, and 
Connolly went down, which looked like an awkward 
landing. The referee resumed play as usual when the 
Brighton players kept appealing for a penalty. With 
no penalty initially given, VAR stepped in. After a 
few seconds of review, the on-field referee revised his 
decision, eventually giving Brighton a penalty, which 
was scored. The match ended 3-2 in favor of Brighton, 
courtesy of an own goal from Everton’s Lucas Digne in 
the 90+4th minute of the match. 

The video replays of the penalty clearly show negli-
gible contact from the Everton defender. In addition to 
that, the replays also confirmed that at the time of the 
contract (since it was an aerial ball), the defender had 
his eyes locked on the ball only, which clears the air for 
the argument of an intentional challenge.

Use Case 3: Chelsea vs. Arsenal, FA Cup 
Final, and August 2020 [12] 

FA Cup or The Football Association Challenge 
Cup is the domestic cup of men’s football in England 
organized by The Football Association (The FA). It 
is the oldest national football competition globally, 
first held during the 1871-72 season. The eligibility is 
open to any English football club from level 1 down to 
level 10. In the 2011-12 season, a record of 763 clubs 
competed in the tournament. The champions of this 
cup every year get a direct entry to next year’s Europa 
League. 

Chelsea and Arsenal faced this year’s FA cup final, 
which was being held in an empty Wembley Stadium. 
Chelsea took an early 5-minute lead from a sublime 
finish by Christian Pulisic. At minute 14 of the game, 
Mateo Kovacic of Chelsea was booked for a foul by 
the on-field referee Anthony Taylor. Arsenal equalized 
from a penalty by their captain Pierre-Emerick Au-
bameyang at minute 28. By the end of the first half, 
Chelsea was injury-driven, as a couple of their crucial 
players had to be replaced. At minute 67, Aubameyang 
scored again to give Arsenal the lead [13]. 

Soon after the goal at minute 73, Mateo Kovacic, 
who was earlier, booked, was spotted for another foul 
by the on-field referee and was given a second yellow 
card straight away, equivalent to a red card, sent off. 
The replay of the incident clearly shows that what ap-
peared to be a foul in the first place were not a foul, let 
alone a red card booking. It was clear as daylight that 
Kovacic was sent off wrongfully. 
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Use Case 4: Manchester United vs. Norwich, 
Chelsea vs. Watford, Premier League 2019

Manchester United played Norwich in the PL 
when united winger Daniel James was fouled by Ben 
Godfrey, Norwich center-back inside the D-box. The 
initial decision by the on-field referee was no foul, and 
the game went on. Moments after play resumed, VAR 
intervened and advised the on-field referee to consid-
er the foul. The on-field referee then changed his ini-
tial decision and gave Man United a penalty [14]. 

Video replays indicated that it was in no way a foul, 
and the initial decision of the on-field referee should 
have stood.

A similar incident happened when Watford’s wing-
er Gerard Deulofeu went down quite easily in the pe-
riphery of Chelsea’s Jorginho, and it was evidently in 
the naked eyes, seemed to be a dive. The initial deci-
sion was spot on by the on-field referee as no foul as 
play resumed. However, eventually, VAR intervened, 
and the decision was changed.

Use Case 5: Liverpool vs. Manchester City, 
November 2019, Premier League [15]. 

Liverpool, the league leaders, were playing the sec-
ond-placed Manchester City in their home at Anfield. 
There was a 6-point gap between them when the two 
giants faced what has been an epic fixture in the recent 
past. The tension was sky high as the match started, 
and just in the fifth minute, Liverpool’s central defen-
sive midfielder Fabinho gave the reds a lead of 1-0 as 
he fired a screamer right from outside the d-box past 
City keeper Claudio Bravo. Soon before this incident, 
the ball was in the d-box of Liverpool when City for-
ward Bernardo Silva tried to tackle past the Liverpool 
defense when the right-back of Liverpool Trent Alex-
ander-Arnold handled the ball in the penalty box. The 
city players screamed for a foul (handball), but the ref-
eree allowed the play to go on, and in the next minute, 
Liverpool was up 1-0. Soon after the goal, the refer-
ee pointed to his ears suggesting a potential handball 
check by VAR. 

According to one of the primary laws of implemen-
tation of VAR, it was laid down that any foul commit-
ted before a goal/no goal can/should be checked by the 
VAR, and if found guilty/not guilty, the goal will/will 
not stand.

The referee went to the on-field screen to check the 
incident, which was clear as daylight that the defender 
had handled the ball in the video replays. Almost the 

whole crowd anticipated that the goal would be dis-
allowed. However, to the utter surprise of everyone 
watching around the globe, the on-field referee with 
his VAR team allowed the goal to stand. 

The second mishap happened at minute 14 of 
the match when Liverpool fullback Andy Robertson 
played across the field to forward Mohamed Salah, 
who headed the ball into the net to reds a 2-0 over 
their bitter rivals.

Again, after the implementation of VAR, every 
goal/no goal is checked by the VAR. Most of them 
are silent checks when there are no fouls or offsides 
committed. In this particular case, the check was done 
for a possible offside. The VAR team allowed the goal 
and concluded that Mohamed Salah was onside. Much 
to the contrary, reports by media channel Sportbible 
brought out a frame-by-frame picture of the 2nd goal. 
It was found that the moment the ball was played to 
Salah, he was in an offside position just by a fraction. 
Arguments can be raised, as the forward was just mar-
ginally offside. Since football is a game played by hu-
mans, the decision thus went in their favor.

Manchester City fans and critics voiced their opin-
ion as Premier League has seen very tough VAR de-
cisions concerning offside calls last year. Goals have 
been ruled out because of offside calls to the very mil-
limeter of distances. 

Use Case 6: Manchester City Vs. Olympique 
Lyonnais Champions League Quarter Final, 
Portugal 2020

Champions League 2020, as like any other major 
sports tournament, was out of the picture evidently 
due to the ongoing pandemic until Aug 7, 2020. The 
Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) ex-
ecutive committee decided to restart the tournament 
with a revised format and VAR presence as usual. The 
format for the remaining knockout rounds has been 
patched up in one leg, trying to finish the competition 
as soon as possible. In the fourth and final quarter-
final, Man City was playing Lyon in an empty-house 
match, which turned out to be a controversial yet 
strong finish by the latter. The game was in its last 
quarter and was tied 1-1 when City made a poor pass 
in defense and created a chance for a quick counter-at-
tack from Lyon. One of Lyon’s players passed beyond 
City’s defense to Karl Ekambi (Lyon), who let the ball 
go past him to Lyon’s forward Moussa Dembele, who 
ran alone against City’s keeper and scored to give Lyon 
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a 2-1 lead at the 78th min. In the process of the goal, 
which looked like an offside, Dembele, while going for 
the ball, tangled his legs with a city defender Aymeric 
Laporte only to see him go down. The incident looked 
like a foul and video replays confirmed. 

VAR rules clearly state that if any player from the 
attacking team commits any offense in the build-up of 
a goal and the offense is considered a foul, the goal will 
not stand. The VAR check was completed to much dis-
may of City players, and the goal was allowed to stand. 

Use Case 7: Brazil Vs. Belgium, World Cup 
2018

It was the knockout stages of the World Cup. Bra-
zil and Belgium played in the tournament’s quarterfi-
nals in what was anticipated as one of the high rated 
matches by football fans across the world because of 
the star-studded line-ups of both sides. Belgium was 
2-0 up in the first half. It was the 55th minute of the 
match when Brazilian forward Gabriel Jesus went 
down on the ground in the penalty box by a sliding 
challenge by Belgium defender Vincent Kompany. The 
on-field referee went over to the VAR and checked the 
replay himself on the VAR screen on the pitch. In what 
seemed to be a lengthy review, the official decided to 
resume the game and marked the challenge as fair rip-
ping Brazil off a vital penalty, which, in turn, could 
have affected the outcome of the match. Critics, com-
mentators, and officials around the globe went on to 
criticize the decision on social media and TV media 
platforms.

3 Analyses
It is undeniable that the implementation of tech-

nology has changed how football is played in a major 
way. Because of VAR being used in almost all the top 
flight leagues and tournaments, players think twice 
before committing a challenge, coaches plan in details 
ahead of any match using all the analytical reports 
on each player and staffs, and the likes of Goal Line 
Technology has helped teams to get justified results. 
One of the biggest examples is Frank Lampard’s (En-
gland) disallowed goal against Germany in the last 16 
knockout stages of the 2010 FIFA World Cup, which 
was one reason FIFA decided to introduce Goal-Line 
Technology in 2014 FIFA World Cup. The 2018 FIFA 
world cup was the first time FIFA used VAR in its flag-
ship event. Some of the statistics show that the VAR 
checked 455 incidents in 64 matches throughout the 

tournament (an average of 7.1 checks per match). 20 
times VAR reviewed decisions. 29 penalty kicks were 
awarded in the 2018 World Cup, among which nine 
decisions were connected to VAR. Compared to the 
previous two World Cups (2014 & 2010), where VAR 
was not present, the no. of penalties awarded was 13 & 
15, respectively. The problems & suggested solutions 
from the above-mentioned cases can be defined as the 
following in the Table 1

3.1 Technology and future trends
Technology in sports is in steady extension and 

improvement. We witness a more noteworthy asso-
ciation of science and innovation in sports than we 
have ever observed until now. These days, the best 
outcomes regularly lie in the subtleties that can be 
seen using any innovation or gadget that can affect. In 
the Big Data period, sports are likewise remembered 
for it, because, undeniably, there is much information 
gathered that could be applied for the examination, in 
this manner either making upper hands to be utilized 
during a tournament or training, planning, or signing 
new players and staffs.

While the innovation that VAR uses is amazing 
and builds the precision of choices, for example, the 
3D technology to help with offside choices, which 
are currently right to a matter of millimeters (there is 
nothing of the sort as the aggressor being level with 
the defender any longer), it is not 100% exact and 
this causes an issue. VAR breaks down occurrences 
through still pictures by frames. While the frames are 
fantastically near one another, the second a football is 
kicked can be in the middle of two frames, that at that 
point can modify whether a player is on or offside and 
thus consequently, whether a goal stands or not, this 
has just started banter from savants. To improve the 
exactness of deciding when the ball is kicked, an ad-
vanced camera with more angels with better control 
should be conceivable, just as the decrease (or prefer-
ably the elimination) of the gap between frames, the 
target that ought to be focused on is how cameras can 
be controlled in the FIFA game. 

Arbitrators are an imperative bit of football, and 
their decisions, regardless of whether right or inaccu-
rate, influences the game. With the ascent of Informa-
tion and Communication Technologies, a great deal 
has been said about using gadgets that can assist of-
ficials with carrying out their responsibility, assisting 
with bettering administer and carrying more decency 
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to matches. Gradually, new hardware and strategies 
are being presented, wireless audio communication 
among referees, and goal-line technology; however, 
regardless of whether there is more possible, moral 
obligations keep this from being a reality.

The study Assessing the Impact of the Internet of 
Everything Technologies in Football lists out the cur-
rent and future technologies used in football. When it 
comes to Visual technology, Cameras, Monitorization 
tablets, Statistics analysis software is in use. Wearables 
include movement sensors. The Video Assistant Ref-
eree currently uses Cameras, Goal-line Technology, 
Hawk-eye technology, exact stopwatch, Communica-
tion hardware, etc. In addition, Virtual reality goggles 

and 360º simulators are being used by many teams to 
improve their players’ performances.

The future trends that can be made effective in the 
Video Refereeing perspective are multiple cameras 
creating a third simulation, AI in refereeing, VR glass-
es to the video referee/referee.

4 Findings and discussions
In a paper, named, How does Video Assistant 

Referee (VAR) modify the game in elite soccer? they 
studied and analyzed the impact of VAR in influenc-
ing soccer. They took a sample size of 1024 matches 
played in the Serie-A (Football league of Italy) and 
German top-flight (Bundesliga) in two years; one of 

Table 1
The problems and suggested solutions

Use 
Case

Issues Impact Suggested Solution

2 The degree of foul was negligible, yet the 
penalty was given in favor of the striker.

Everton was forced to lose 3 
points.

The severity of foul should have a 
standard measurement that should be 
very clear not just to the referees and 
match officials but to the spectators 
and the public. VAR was implemented 
to remove errors and confusion from 
the game. Nevertheless, these cases 
suggest a second opinion and thought 
on the implementation is much re-
quired. 

4 The initial on-field referee decision was over-
turned by VAR intervention. Lack of any stan-
dard book of rules to measure the degree of 
a foul.

Both the teams lost mo-
mentum and the respective 
matches.

1 The referee was correct by rules as VAR says 
any offense by the attacking team in the build-
up goal can cancel the goal. However, there is 
no particular standard on paper as the degree 
of foul measurement.

Arsenal went on to draw the 
game and was ripped off vital 
2 points.

6 A regulatory rule was overlooked. Olympique Lyonnais was 
knocked out of the Champi-
ons League.

7 The degree of foul was severe, yet the decision 
was no penalty.

Brazil was knocked out of 
World Cup 2018.

5 (i) The regulatory rule of VAR says any offense by 
the attacking team in the build-up to a goal 
should be penalized. In this case, it was a clear 
handball, which, in any case, is considered a 
serious foul. Therefore, the degree of foul was 
very clear in this particular case, yet it was not 
penalized.

Manchester City was dragged 
behind in the race for the Pre-
mier League title and eventu-
ally could not come back.

The handball offense was one of the 
major issues, which contributed to the 
implementation of VAR. Before VAR, 
the on-field referee in many cases 
could not confirm handball offenses 
due to lack of sight. Even with the 
help of linesmen many-a-times, it was 
evident that a certain conclusion could 
not be drawn in handball fouls. Now 
that VAR is in effect, the referee has 
got the whole pitch covered with mul-
tiple cameras, and video replays are at 
their disposal; handball offenses should 
be punishable at all times.

5 (ii) Offside calls are measured to the millimeter af-
ter VAR implementation, yet Salah’s goal stood 
who was offside.

Better camera angles and the use of 
advanced picture frames to detect the 
pinpoint position of players during 
offside calls should be implemented.

3 VAR rules state that straight red cards can be 
reviewed, but a 2nd Yellow card, equivalent to 
a red card, cannot be reviewed

Chelsea lost the FA Cup. The straight red card review decision 
by VAR is already in place. The 2nd 
yellow rule, which is equivalent to a red 
card, should also be included in the 
VAR jurisdiction.
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them before the execution of VAR and another season 
after the execution of VAR. 

Tests were run on the data gathered. The results 
showed a significant decrease in fouls, offside’s, and 
yellow cards after VAR was implemented. Simultane-
ously there was a stiff increase in the no. of playing 
minutes added to the playing time after VAR was im-
plemented.

A similar study by authors in the paper The influ-
ence of the video assistant referee on the Chinese Su-
per League compared games. 

The use of VAR has always been a debated issue 
among the authorities and critics. The pros and cons 
are listed as follows:

Pros
Reasonableness: Potential to decrease grave mix-

ups by referees, which could have genuine ramifica-
tions for one team. 

Viewpoint: now and again, referees do not have the 
right angle to see appropriately the occasion they have 
to pass judgment on. Video replays could give extra 
points of view on the incident.

End of theatricals and hostility: Players will think 
twice before defrauding the official or purposefully 
hurting another player. 

It works in different games, for example, rugby, 
American football, tennis, hockey, and sports. Why 
not make a difference in football? 

VAR had added to the game snapshots of extraor-
dinary pressure when all players and fans hung tight a 
couple of moments for a choice with incredible 

Cons
Ease of the game: video replays could extend the 

game and interfere with its regular rhythm and ele-
ments. 

Severe confusion in deciding which incidents are 
to be reviewed and which do not. Players and fans 
might feel the need to challenge each decision against 
their interests. 

Disappointment: Will retroactive pleads legitimacy 
or just those when the official has halted the game to 
counsel the video. 

Another study, Soccer Referee Decision-Making: 
‘shall I Blow the Whistle? Investigated the factors for 
the cause of decision making for referees & subse-
quently the effect for which they interviewed five male 
referees aged 28-55 years and having an average refer-

eeing experience of 21.6 years. Variables like Crowd 
factors, Player reaction, Control, Professionalism, En-
vironmental Factors, etc., were used. Table 2 shows the 
concluded in respect of decision-making by referees.

Table 2
The concluded in respect of decision-making 

Cause Effect

Fac-
tors

Indi-
vidual 
factors

Opinion

Ideal 
Decision 
Making

Accura-
cy/Error

Deci-
sion

Concentration
Control

Expe-
rience 
Factors

Personality Regula-
tionsPersonal Life

Experience
Situa-
tional 
Factors

Crowd factors Profes-
sional-

ism
Player reaction
Environmental 
Factors
Crowd Interac-
tion

5 Conclusions
The FIFA World Cup 2018 saw the rise of VAR on 

a world stage for the first time. It was the beginning of 
the VAR era, which will always remain a benchmark 
in the impact of technology chapter in football. Before 
introducing Var and it is like, football always lacked 
behind sports such as rugby, cricket, tennis, etc., in 
terms of how the sport is assisted by technology de-
spite being the most-watched and most popular sport 
on the planet. The absence of tech innovation can and 
has recently affected an enormous number of games. 
Especially, with big bucks, being spent by rich club 
owners in the Premier League now more so than ever, 
results must not go astray because of the referee or 
his associates’ mistake/lack of decision-making skills. 
Subsequently, VAR being introduced is more than rea-
sonable. The football fan base, though, has been divid-
ed based on the way VAR has been used. Suppose any 
decision is taking excessively long for a review. In that 
case, it suggests that it is the opposite of clear and obvi-
ous. Considering the Premier league, the incidents re-
lated to VAR suggest that the clear and evident choices 
are being disregarded by the video assistant official in 
Stockley Park.

Offside calls by VAR have seen many interpreta-
tions among the fans]. Contrary to a red card, yellow 
card, handball fouls, fouls, etc., which can be abstract 
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and not entirely clear, the guideline for offside is en-
tirely objective. If reintroduced in football, the Day-
light rule can make the job for all the officials much 
easier in calling offsides.

It will also be ideal if the referee or the VAR airs 
their communication and clarification/justification 
behind any severe match-altering decisions on the 
mic, just like in cricket’s 3rd Umpire Review. There 
have been many situations in the recent past when 
VAR intervened in a match and took up minutes to 
conclude, leaving a stadium full of people and people 
watching at home dumbfounded concerning what the 
officials make the decision and how have concluded 
that. It would ease the confusion (if any) in spectators’ 
minds if they justified their decisions on-air while any 
review. 
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